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Abstract 

 

Voice Recognition is widely spreading technique and has found application in many fields Speaker Dependent voice recognition 

technique is the preferable technique where high accuracy and low error rate is required with less complexity. Feature extraction 

plays a key role in the sensitivity or accuracy of the recognition process. This paper focuses on the formant frequency location 

method and will try to improve accuracy of the most simple statistical feature extraction technique and procedure to control the 

wheelchair using voice command. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Speech is the primary tool for communication for humans. Voice recognition can be viewed as ability of a machine or program 

to extract the meaningful information from commands conveyed through voice. Voice recognition gives a new dimension in the 

comfort. We can do lot things by recognizing the voice, for example home automation, Tele-communication, voice controlled 

car music player system, Speech to text converter etc [1]. There is much advancement in the field of voice recognition due to 

technical advancement. 

The two basic mode of voice recognition is speaker independent mode and speaker dependent mode. The accuracy of Speaker 

independent mode is less than the speaker dependent mode as speaker dependent mode is works for a specific person while the 

speaker independent mode is generalized. The speaker independent mode requires more complex software implementation 

compared to speaker dependent mode. The wheelchair is used by a specific person so the speaker dependent mode is more 

preferable as it gives high accuracy and less fuzziness [2].  

Speaker dependent mode contains two main processes one is Training and other is Recognition.  This could be the main 

drawback of this process that the system has to be trained once to recognize a word. But the advantages of the speaker dependent 

mode greatly shadow its disadvantages. There are many methods to recognize the voice but the most suitable is to use Power 

Spectral Density of the signal and then extract the features from the signal.  

PSD can be seen as the power contribution of each frequency in the voice signal. After getting PSD estimated signal it is easy 

to extract the features from the signal. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: System Flow 
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Fig-1 shows the basic block diagram of the selected methodology. User gives voice input through the wireless mic. The PSD 

of the input signal is calculated with the help of Yule-Walker algorithm. After extracting features from the PSD estimated signal 

the recognized word is transmitted to the controller with the help of wireless module, which drives the wheelchair ultimately. 

III. VOICE RECOGNITION PROCESS 

Voice Recognition is the most crucial process in the wheelchair. The whole process is carried in the MATLAB software. Voice 

signal from the mic passes through two main processes, one is Yule-Walker PSD estimate and the other is Feature Extraction 

technique. 

 Yule-Walker Algorithm: A.

It is better technique to calculate PSD of the time domain signal than Burg or Welch method 
[3]

. It gives better and sharp peaks 

than other two methods. 

 
Fig. 2: Time Domain Signal and Its PSD Estimated Signal 

Fig-2 shows the PSD estimated signal of the time domain signal for the word “Hello”. PSD can be calculated by Fourier 

Transform of the autocorrelation function of a signal 
[2]

.  

 Feature Extraction: B.

After calculating the PSD of the signal it is easier to extract the feature by using Formant Frequency Location method. It is the 

easier method to extract the features. This method includes spotting the frequency location of the peaks [4]. 

 
Fig. 3: Locating Frequency and Amplitude 

Here instead of only locating the frequency of the peaks but if we locate not only frequency location but also locating the 

amplitude of the signal will increase the accuracy of the voice recognition ability of the program.  

This voice recognition process contains two main modes, Training mode and Recognition mode. So during the training 

process the location of frequencies and amplitude of the peaks are stored. For each peak stored, frequency and the amplitude in 

the training mode, a frequency band and amplitude band is generated. If the frequencies in the recognition mode lie within the 

frequency band, which is obtained by using the training mode data, next step is to compare the training mode and recognition 

mode amplitudes. 

And if the amplitude of peaks in recognition mode lies within the amplitude band, the spoken word and the trained data are 

same. And we have recognized word. The frequency and amplitude comparison are carried out for all the words that are stored 

during the training process. 
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IV. WIRELESS MODULE AND MICRO CONTROLLER 

Wireless module is used to transmit the recognized word to the remote wheelchair. 

 
Fig. 4: 433Mhz RF Module 

It is low power and low cost solution for the data transmission. However it supports low data rate but it is adequate for our 

application. The module can transmit the data to the range of 50m at free line of sight [5]. 

The main role of microcontroller is to interpret the command received through the wireless module and control the motor 

according to the voice command. Controller also receives the command through the joystick. The joystick command can 

override the voice command as the voice command can be a sometimes less accurate. 

 
Fig. 5: Block Diagram of Control Process in Controller 

V. CONCLUSION 

By comparing not only the frequencies but also the amplitude of the peaks of PSD estimated signal we can improve the accuracy 

of the voice recognition and the possibility of the false detection can be reduced. The ability to move according to the voice 

command can give the ease for the user with the cerebral problem. Integrating the home  automation, user can control the home 

appliance by using voice command; can provide better degree of comfort to the disabled person. 
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